
Comparison of ai:Go’s automated traffic data collection with legacy methods

0. Abstract
This whitepaper outlines some existing technologies for traffic data collection, then presents
ai:Go’s method of real-time, automated, direct observation data collection as a solution to the
limitations of these legacy systems and summarises how it can be used as foundational
smart-city infrastructure.

1. Introduction
Current budgets are spent on traffic data collection by various agencies and businesses using
traditional collection methods that vary in speed, cost, reliability and fundamental capability. This
data is used for many different activities including road network operation, design and
optimisation, impact assessments, economic indicators and business case justification.

Fig. 1 - Legacy Manual Collection

Due to the difficulty and cost that is inherent in data collection with these systems, schedules
are applied periodically, potentially spanning multiple years between collection dates. To get
accurate general purpose data, collection is often avoided on key dates and events that see the
biggest impacts on the road networks. This includes relatively common events like school
holiday weeks, public holidays and weekends.



The data is also limited in its richness, missing information like the type of vehicles (modal
share), paths they are taking through key locations in our cities, intersection wait times, lane
occupancy, cyclist counts and accurate intersection transit times.

The result of this incomplete and limited road network data is sub-optimal design and operation
of road networks. This leads to increased congestion, parasitic loss within industries that require
use of the roading network or timely shipping, and commuting delays that affect road users at
population scale.

Furthermore, an inefficient transport network causes severe impacts on the environment;
increasing emissions, noise, and reducing safety for road users and pedestrians which reduces
the overall liveability and attractiveness of our cities.



2. Legacy Data Collection Methods

2.1. Manual Counting
Manual counting involves deployment of people at targeted locations and manual counting of
cars as they pass through an intersection over a fixed period of time.

The data collected may comprise:
● Vehicle counts
● Vehicle types
● Paths taken by vehicles - E.g. From Road A to Road C

The data is only collected periodically and over limited time periods, therefore it is
non-continuous and will generally aim to capture typical flows as opposed to capturing impacts
of specific events or conditions including weather effects, public holidays or large events.

This capture method is flexible and easy to deploy. However it is inefficient, unscalable, costly
and potentially unreliable, requiring a person to physically be present on site and to maintain
concentration and awareness of the traffic that is passing. The requirement for people on-site
can introduce safety risks, particularly on busy roads with limited pedestrian facilities.

The ability to collect more sophisticated statistics is compromised by times of peak demand. For
example, it may be possible to collect lane wait times per vehicle in low volume situations, but at
peak times when congestion occurs and this data is most useful, a manual count becomes a
complicated juggling act.

Verification of manual counts is also infeasible and therefore accuracy of a single counter is
relied on for statistics that may be used for the next several years.

Fig 2. Manual Cyclist Counting



2.2. Tube Counters
Pneumatic tube counters comprise rubber tubes filled with air, connected to a sensor that
detects the compression of the tubes as vehicles pass.

The data collected typically comprises:
● Vehicle counts
● Vehicle speeds
● Limited vehicle type information
● Vehicle direction

Tube counters are relatively cheap to deploy, but have limited durability and require ongoing
maintenance which makes them suitable for short-term deployment only. Deployment and
withdrawal requires physical labour on-site and lane closure. This introduces safety risks and
limits suitable deployment locations - e.g. not likely to be used on a busy motorway.

Data is collected continuously over the period of deployment, but the data collected is of limited
richness, typically only including vehicle counts with only limited modal information - typically
based on axle counts.

Fig. 3 Road disruption caused by pneumatic tube deployment



2.3. Ground Loops
Ground loops consist of one or more turns of insulated wire embedded in the surface layer of
the road pavement which an electric current is passed through to create a magnetic field. When
a vehicle is above a loop it induces eddy currents in the wire which decrease its inductance.
This principle is used to detect the presence of vehicles. Ground loops are typically installed at
intersections to assist with the control of traffic lights.

The data collected may comprise (depending on location and set-up):
● Vehicle counts
● Vehicle speeds
● Vehicle classification by length.

Ground loops are deployed on a permanent basis yet still require maintenance. Because they
are embedded in the road, installation and maintenance can be disruptive and costly. Accuracy
of data is dependent on the loop’s location and purpose, e.g. existing loops at intersections are
not normally configured to provide real-time accurate vehicle count, speed and type data.



2.4. Big-Data Analytics
Big-Data analytics comprise large-scale data sources that include Google and TomTom data,
bluetooth tracking, mobile phone triangulation and number plate recognition.

These technologies generally provide aggregated data of traffic movements - e.g. average travel
time or speed on a road. Whilst these technologies provide valuable aggregated data, they don’t
capture individual movements of vehicles through a given location.

Technologies such as bluetooth tracking and number plate recognition can track individual car
movements between fixed points in road networks. But these solutions are only practicable or
effective in certain locations or road layouts.

The data is generally provided in a closed-source manner, where only parts of the information
are made available and the specific source of the information is unknown. Current solutions are
unable to provide accurate total traffic volume data as no company has 100% market share of
road users. Depending on the technology used and location of interest, the data can be very
sparse, requiring considerable modelling and assumptions to ‘fill in the gaps’. Finally, tracking of
individual phones and cars introduces significant privacy concerns that can damage an
organisation’s reputation. Furthermore, regulations may limit the data that may be collected or
how it is used and are subject to change.



2.5. Optical / Sensor Based Solutions
Optical or sensor based solution comprise deployment of purpose-built sensor hardware for
counting vehicles including cameras and radar vehicle detectors.

Whilst these purpose-built devices serve the purpose of detecting vehicles, they require the
purchase and deployment of additional hardware and are generally intended for localised use -
e.g. specific sections or lanes of roads.

The technologies are often vendor-specific, requiring tie-in to specific wider systems.

Currently, the market is seeing a flood of new technology in this space that attempts to cut
corners or settle for less.

Expensive custom sensor technologies that promote vendor lockin, hardware deployments and
refreshes which only serve to duplicate existing infrastructure that is needed for other
processes.

Hardware based (Internet of Things) deployments have other disadvantages that come with
custom made solutions as they don’t share compute resources, have difficult software upgrade
processes and force intersection deployment with limited fields of view.



3. ai:Go’s Approach
ai:Go is a direct-observation method for traffic data collection which uses a combination of state
of the art tracking algorithms and computer vision to collect traffic data from the video streams of
existing traffic cameras.

This offers general purpose, intersection-wide analysis of traffic enabling high-fidelity, rich data
collection including:

● Traffic, cyclist and pedestrian counts
● Vehicle classification
● Paths taken by vehicles - E.g. From Road A to Road C
● Lane occupancy
● Wait times

The use of state of the art tracking and machine learning algorithms allows for continuous and
highly reliable and accurate data collection and analysis.

ai:Go offers seamless deployment and integration to existing systems, requiring only an internet
connection to traffic cameras to collect and process traffic data and no need for additional
hardware deployment. This gives unrivaled deployment flexibility and scalability.

ai:Go runs real-time, ensuring road network operators to always have the latest data and can
react immediately to changes in network conditions. What would normally require
human-monitoring or reliance on congestion detection via limited data sources (e.g. ground
loops) can now be automated using ai:Go.

Continuous monitoring gives complete data collection, capturing changes to network conditions
from factors such as weather, public holidays, large events, etc. This gives more complete and
reliable information for decision making including during network operation and infrastructure
planning and design.

ai:Go’s horizontal scalability using existing infrastructure makes city-wide deployment
economically and technologically feasible. This enables the development of detailed, city-wide
traffic models that, in combination with temporal information provided by continuous monitoring,
provide a complete and real-time picture of network performance and the impacts of external
factors.



4. Comparison

Manual
Counting

Tube
Counters

Ground
Loops

BT /
Big-Data
Analytics

Optical /
Sensors ai:Go

Data Richness 3 1 1 2 3 4

Data Continuity 1 2 3 4 2 4

Data Latency 1 2 4 4 4 5

Data Usability 2 2 2 4 3 5

Flexibility 4 4 2 4 3 4

Reliability 2 4 4 3 4 4

Cost 3 3 1 3 2 4

Ease of Setup 3 3 1 4 2 5

Scalability 2 2 2 4 2 5

Privacy Concerns 4 5 5 1 2-4 4

Future Readiness 1 1 3 4 2-3 5

Data Richness: How much detail does the data have?
5 - 2D Volume1, full paths, wait times, lane occupancy, vehicle occupancy, speed, incident
detection
1 - Lane volume
Data ContinuityIs data collected 24/7/365 under all conditions and for all traffic users.
5 - All traffic is collected and counted in all conditions
1 - Limited availability, sunny day conditions only, different modal shares being excluded or not
able to be counted
Data Usability: Formats, visualisations, cleanliness, custom input formats, human readable /
machine readable, integrations
5 - Multiple input / output, flexible data
1 - Text based output
Flexibility: Suitability for deployment and collection in a range of locations and conditions.
5 - Deployable anywhere instantly
1 - Expensive deployment in specific high value locations only
Reliability: How reliable is the data being captured?
5 - Continuous uninterrupted long term deployment
1 - Constant supervision required
Cost: Cost of deployment, operation, maintenance and decommissioning.
5 - Pricing enables citywide continuous deployment

1 Transit through intersections with from and to road lanes.



1 - Small collection sets on a multi-year basis due to affordability
Ease of Setup: Ability to start data collection from initial agreement
5 - Turn key system
1 - Complicated many with processes and approvals (staffing, safety, construction, road / lane
closures
Scalability: How easy is it to integrate this technology over a whole city?
5 - No challenges of deployment size
1 - Not scalable / physically or operationally limited
Data latency: How long does it take for the data to get to those who need it?
5 - Realtime
1 - More than 1 week
Privacy Concerns: What level of persistent or invasive tracking is inherent with this approach?
5 - Completely anonymous
1 - Likely to cause public concern and potentially to be legislated against
Future Readiness: Does this technology have applications for smart cities?
5 - Smart city foundational requirement
1 - Likely to be abandoned in favour of smarter tech


